Mitochondrial damage by nitric oxide is potentiated by dopamine in PC12 cells.
Mitochondrial damage in PC12 cells, a model for dopaminergic cells, was examined in terms of the contribution of oxidative stress, nitric oxide (*NO), and dopamine to impairment of mitochondrial respiratory control (RC). A kinetic analysis suggested that the oxidative deamination of dopamine catalyzed by monoamine oxidase (MAO) was not a significant source of hydrogen peroxide, because of constrains imposed by the low cytosolic level of dopamine. *NO induced irreversible damage of mitochondrial complex I in PC12 cells: this damage followed a sigmoid response on *NO concentration with a well-defined threshold level. Dopamine did not elicit damage of mitochondria in PC12 cells; however, the amine potentiated the effects of *NO at or near the threshold level, thus leading to irreversible impairment of mitochondrial respiration. This synergism between *NO and dopamine was not observed at *NO concentrations below the threshold level. Depletion of dopamine from the storage vesicles by reserpine protected mitochondria from *NO damage. Dopamine oxidation by *NO increased with pH, and occurred at modest levels at pH 5.5. In spite of this, calculations showed that the oxidation of dopamine in the storage vesicles (pH 5.5) was higher than that in the cytosol (pH 7.4), due to the higher dopamine concentration in the storage vesicles (millimolar range) compared to that in the cytosol (micromolar range). It is suggested that storage vesicles may be the cellular sites where the potential for dopamine oxidation by *NO is higher. These data provide further support to the hypothesis that dopamine renders dopaminergic cells more susceptible to the mitochondrial damaging effects of *NO. In the early stages of Parkinson's disease, *NO production increases until reaching a point near the threshold level that induces neuronal damage. Dopamine stored in dopaminergic cells may cause these cells to be more susceptible to the deleterious effects of *NO, which involve irreversible impairment of mitochondrial respiration.